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Abstract. The long-time historical evolution and recent rapid development of
Beijing, China, present before us a unique urban structure. A 10-metre spatial
resolution SPOT panchromatic image of Beijing has been studied to capture the
spatial patterns of the city. Supervised image classifications were performed
using statistical and structural texture features produced from the image.
Textural features, including eight texture features from the Grey-Level Co-
occurrence Matrix (GLCM) method; a computationally efficient texture feature,
the Number of Different Grey-levels (NDG); and a structural texture feature,
Edge Density (ED), were evaluated. It was found that generally single texture
features performed poorly. Classification accuracy increased with increasing
number of texture features until three or four texture features were combined.
The more texture features in the combination, the smaller difference between
different combinations. The results also show that a lower number of texture
features were needed for more homogeneous areas. NDG and ED combined
with GLCM texture features produced similar results as the same number of
GLCM texture features. Two classification schemes were adopted, stratified
classification and non-stratified classification. The best stratified classification
result was better than the best non-stratified classification result.

1. Introduction

Beijing, the capital city of China, is currently one of the world’s most populated

and rapidly developing cities. At the same time, Beijing was originally planned and

built as an ancient Chinese imperial capital. There are different stages in the course

of development (Gaubatz 1995). Associated with the development stages, there are

morphologically different built-up areas. Before 1949, Beijing was planned and built

based on the Chinese ideal of a capital city (Wu 1986). The street layout of the old

city was established in the 13–14th centuries and has not changed much since that
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time. Inside the old city, there are century-old Chinese style courtyard houses. After

1949, Soviet planning ideas influenced the development of Beijing (Gaubatz 1995,

Wu 1999). Many 3–5 storey workplace compounds were built after the socialist idea

that individual life is organized around the workplace. After the reform and open-

door policy in 1979, the development of Beijing entered into a new era, partly

influenced by western planning ideas (Gaubatz 1995). New development includes

suburban ‘special development zones’, new medium to high-rise residential and/or

office buildings, in recently built and rebuilt areas.
After the rapid development in the recent decades, Beijing has become more

and more like its western counterparts in appearance. There have arisen heated

conflicts between historical heritage preservation and modern development (Wu

1999). Other social-economic factors, such as the beginning of population

suburbanization observed by Wang and Zhou (1999), are also expected to

change the physical structure of the city. The impact of recent development of the

city on the overall built environment is yet to be seen. When it comes to new

development in the suburbs or redevelopment of the old city, it is important to

investigate what kind of development exists around the neighbourhood, in order to

assess the environmental impact, fitting-in, cost, etc, of new development or

redevelopment.

Field survey and visual interpretation of aerial photographs have long been

adopted as the most popular methods to generate useful information about an

urban area. These methods are time-consuming and expensive. It is also difficult to

keep up with the rapid development pace in big cities using traditional methods.

Satellite remote sensing has the advantages of frequent revisit, global coverage and

lower cost. Landsat Thermatic Mapper (TM) and SPOT multi-spectral imagery

have been used for urban land cover/land use mapping (Harris and Ventura 1995,

Mesev 1998). Compared with aerial photography, satellite imagery has not received

as much focus in urban applications, mainly because the spatial resolution of the

earlier generations of space-borne sensors is limited (Welch 1982, Forster 1985).

However, this situation has changed, with the launch of several medium to very

high spatial resolution satellites. The SPOT satellite collects panchromatic data at a

ground pixel resolution of 10 m. The new IKONOS satellite is capable of collecting

multi-spectral data of 4 m spatial resolution and panchromatic data of 1 m spatial

resolution. This increasing spatial resolution of satellite sensor data is approaching

and fulfilling the spatial resolution requirement of urban applications (Zhang and

Wang 2003).

The data processing method is another issue that limits the utility of higher

spatial resolution remote sensing imagery. Automated image interpretation has

been developed and used for land cover/land use mapping from medium-low spatial

resolution multi-spectral remotely sensed data. These automated classifiers assume

that different surface materials have different spectral characteristics, so that the

grey-level digital values recorded by sensors are sufficient indicators to classify these

pixels into different classes. With the increase of spatial resolution, between-class

spectral confusion and within-class spectral variation were found to increase for

land cover/land use studies (Haack et al. 1987, Barnsley and Barr 1996). Spectral

information alone is not enough to map urban land cover/land use from medium-

high spatial resolution remotely sensed data. Furthermore, many satellite sensors

operate at a higher spatial resolution in panchromatic channels than multi-spectral
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channels, such as SPOT, Landsat 7, IRS and most recently, IKONOS. Though the

panchromatic channels of these sensors provide more spatial detail than their

multi-spectral channels, automated multi-spectral classification is not appropriate

for analysis of panchromatic imagery.

Texture and structure analyses are among the approaches used to incorporate

spatial information. Textural information has been an important factor in visual

image interpretation. It takes into consideration the distribution and variation of

neighbourhood pixel values. Haralick et al. (1973) developed a set of texture

statistics for image classification based on Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix

(GLCM). Studies by Marceau et al. (1990) and Gong et al. (1992) demonstrated

that these textural statistics were useful to resolve spectral confusion between land

cover classes. Structural information, such as road density (Wang and Howarth,

1991, Wang 1995, Zhang et al. 2002) and edge density (Gong and Howarth 1990),

has also proven to be helpful for urban area segmentation and land cover

classification.
The focus of this study is to evaluate the capability of using textural analysis on

10 m spatial resolution SPOT panchromatic (PAN) imagery for mapping the unique

urban spatial patterns of Beijing. SPOT panchromatic imagery provides more

spatial details than widely used 30 m spatial resolution Landsat TM or 20 m spatial

resolution SPOT multi-spectral imagery. Many low-rise, multi-storey and high-rise

buildings in the study area can be identified visually from the SPOT panchromatic

image by their size, shape and arrangement. The main objective of this study is to

evaluate the performance of different texture features and their combinations for

the mapping of urban spatial patterns using SPOT panchromatic images.

The significance of this study is due to (1) the use of SPOT panchromatic

imagery, which has a higher spatial resolution than the widely used Landsat TM or

SPOT multi-spectral imagery, but has been the subject of fewer studies; and (2) the

research being on a developing Chinese city, which has a denser built-up area and

shows much higher spatial variation than the more commonly studied North

American cities.

The SPOT panchromatic imagery used in this study was collected on 28 August

1994. As shown in figure 1, a sub-scene (102461024 pixels) was selected for this

study, which is located in the northeast quadrant of the city. At the urban-rural

fringe of Beijing, there were new high-density residential areas as shown at ‘F’ and

around ‘J’ in figure 1. Inside the Second Ring Road (indicated by ‘2’ in figure 1), the

site of the ancient city wall, was the old city with lower housing density. Different

parts of the city, which were built at different periods with different building styles,

can be recognized in the image. The Second Ring Road is the dividing line between

the century-old inner city and the external city built mainly during the last half

century, especially in the last two decades. Figure 2 displays some enlarged samples

of texturally different patterns found in the urban and suburban areas. Each sample

in figure 2 contains 40640 pixels.

2. Textural measures

Texture refers to ‘the spatial distribution of tonal variations’ (Haralick et al.

1973). As discussed by Haralick (1979), there are two approaches to textural

description: statistical and structural. Statistical models obtain image texture
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measurements by calculating the spatial dependency of grey-level tones, while

structural models describe texture as primitives and their attributes and relation-

ships. Statistical approaches for texture are more widely used in image analysis of

urban areas because statistical textural features are easier to calculate than

structural primitives, with the exception of analysis of edges as a structural

approach (Webster 1996).
There are several ways to quantify texture of an image, such as the GLCM,

Grey-Level Run Length Matrix (GLRLM) and Grey-Level Difference Vector

(GLDV) (Haralick 1979, Weszka et al. 1976, Conners and Harlow 1980). In order

to calculate texture features for each pixel in an image, a moving window is usually

used to define the neighbourhood of a pixel, and the texture measurement

Figure 1. SPOT panchromatic image of Beijing, 28 August 1994. Numbered landmarks are:
(1) The Forbidden City, (2) Second Ring Road, (3) Third Ring Road, (4) Forth Ring
Road, (5) Airport Expressway, and (6) Olympic Sports Center. Enlarged image chips
of the letter-labelled areas are shown in figure 2.
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calculated from the window is assigned to the centre pixel. Among many methods,

the GLCM method was found to be more effective (Conners and Harlow 1980).

GLCM is a matrix derived from the grey-level image, which shows the joint-

probability of distribution of a pair of grey levels, separated at a certain distance

and a certain orientation.

Eight texture features calculated from the GLCM method are evaluated in this

study, including homogeneity (HOM), contrast (CON), dissimilarity (DIS), mean

(MEAN), standard deviation (SD), entropy (ENT), angular second moment (ASM)

and correlation (COR). In some studies, homogeneity is called inverse different

moment, contrast is called inertia and, angular second moment is called energy or

uniformity (Baraldi and Parmiggiani 1995). The definitions of the eight GLCM

Figure 2. Enlarged samples from SPOT image showing different structures.
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texture features applied in this study are as follows:
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where N is the number of grey levels; P is the normalized symmetric GLCM of
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HOM measures local homogeneity, and results in a large value if the elements of

the GLCM are concentrated on the main diagonal. CON measures local spatial

frequency; if the GLCM has large off-diagonal elements, the local window has high

contrast. DIS is similar to CON—high contrast of the local window indicates high

DIS value. MEAN and SD measure mean and standard deviation in terms of the

GLCM. ENT measures disorder of the image, while ASM indicates local

uniformity. For details about the GLCM method refer to Haralick et al. (1973).

Window size, texture statistics, quantization level, the inter-pixel distance and

orientation, and the spatial resolution of the image are the factors that contribute

to the performance of textural statistics from GLCM method (Marceau et al. 1990,

Gong et al. 1992, Arzandeh and Wang 2002).

The GLCM method is computationally demanding. For example, for an 8-bit

image, a 2566256 matrix may be constructed and then the texture features are

calculated from this matrix. One matrix is constructed for one pixel and the

computation is repeated for every pixel in the image. Hornstra et al. (1999)
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proposed a very simple texture measurement, called ‘intra-pixel reflectance

variability (IPRV)’. It measures the number of different grey levels occurring in

a local window from the original imagery. We also studied this simple texture

feature. For simplification, we call it NDG (Number of Different Grey-levels). For

example, for a 363 window, the range of NDG is 1–9, where ‘1’ represents the

homogeneous situation and ‘9’ represents the opposite situation.

Besides statistical texture features, we studied edge density as a structural

texture feature. In this study, edge density (ED) was produced through the

following procedures, which are similar to the method used by Gong and Howarth

(1990). Firstly, the SPOT image was filtered using a Laplacian high pass filter.

Secondly, edges were found by thresholding the filtered image. Then, the binary

edge map was coded as ‘255’ and ‘0’, with ‘255’ representing edge pixels. Finally, an

average filter was used to produce the edge density map.

3. Research questions

Since the GLCM textures statistics were the most widely used in the reported

studies especially in radar image analysis (Arzandeh and Wang 2002) and were

found to be better than some other methods, we chose to focus on the GLCM

textures in this study. As described above, two other texture features, NDG and

ED, were also evaluated with the GLCM textures. This study was carried out to

answer the following questions:

1. How do single and more than one GLCM texture features perform?

2. What happens when GLCM texture features are combined with other texture

features (here, NDG and ED)?

3. Do texture features perform differently in the visually textural-different old

city and external city of this particular study area?

4. Research design

A supervised classification approach was adopted in this study. The difference

with traditional multi-spectral classification is that textural channels were used for

the classification instead of spectral channels. To answer the research questions,

different combinations of GLCM texture features and GLCM with other texture

features were studied (figure 3). The same classification algorithm was applied to a

single GLCM texture, then combinations of two GLCM textures, combinations of

three GLCM textures, and so on. The best classification results were found for each

group. Then NDG and ED were studied alone and also added to the classification

with the best GLCM combinations. In order to evaluate the effect of texture

features, a classification of the single-channel SPOT tonal image was also produced

using the same classification algorithm. This classification procedure was carried

out for the whole study area, and for three textural-different regions of the study

area, namely old city, external city and non built-up areas. The accuracy of final

classification results was evaluated using random samples. To determine the ground

status of the samples, more detailed street maps were consulted and field checking

were conducted.
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4.1. Quantification of texture channels

The main purpose of this study is to evaluate the performance of different

texture features, especially GLCM texture features. Factors that influence the

performance of GLCM textures such as window size, inter-pixel spatial relation-

ship, quantization level, and the spatial resolution of the image, were kept constant.

For more exhaustive experiments on these factors for textural analysis, readers are

referred to Marceau et al. (1990), Shaban and Dikshit (2001), and Arzandeh (2001).

In this study, for all the GLCM texture features, the same inter-pixel distance (1

pixel) and directional invariance (4-direction average) were specified. All GLCM

texture statistics were firstly calculated in 32-bit real numbers and then scaled to

Figure 3. Flow chart of experiments on different combinations of texture features.
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8-bit using a simple linear scaling. The NDG channels were also scaled to 8-bit

range to match the quantization level of other texture channels. Different window

sizes from 363 to 969 were tested and we finally selected 767 because this

window size was found to be generally good for recognizing built-up patterns using

the GLCM textures in this study. Also the border blurring problem which happens

when using a large window size was not obvious at this window size.

4.2. Stratification of the study area

Preliminary classification of entire study area showed that there is substantial

confusion between agricultural fields and some homogeneous areas in the city.

There is also confusion between different built-up classes such as old multi-storey,

newly-built multi-storey and high-rise areas. Our knowledge about the city tells us

that the newly-built multi-storey buildings were distributed at the outskirts of the

city in 1994. Visual analysis of the image (figure 1) also suggested that there are

generally three regions with different spatial patterns: old city, external city and

suburban agricultural areas.
To reduce the confusion and increase classification accuracy, we decided to

stratify the study area into the above three regions: region 1—old city, region 2—

external city and region 3—non built-up areas. By thresholding texture NDG5

(where the number 5 denotes that it was from a 565 window), we firstly split the

study area into two regions: built-up and non built-up. Some small polygons inside

these two regions were removed to avoid over-fragmentation of the regions. The

threshold was selected when there were no built-up areas left inside the region 3 by

checking the thresholding result against ground information and reference maps.

No single texture can separate the old city and outside built-up areas, but visually,

the Second Ring Road (labelled as ‘2’ in figure 1) can be clearly seen as the dividing

line. Then the old city was separated from other built-up areas by drawing the

boundary manually. The stratification is shown in figure 4.

The same classification scheme was used for all classifications, both un-stratified

and stratified. This is to say that the same class has the same identifier in the

classification results. Un-stratified classifications have the highest number of classes

and the classes in the stratified classifications were a subset of the classes in the

whole study area. Different classification sub-schemes were designed for the three

stratified regions. For example, no agricultural sub-classes were allowed in region 1,

and no built-up sub-classes were allowed in region 3. ‘New multi-storey’ sub-classes

would not exist in region 1, because ‘new multi-storey’ refers to new apartment/

office buildings built in the 1980s and 1990s outside of the old city. The

classification sub-schemes were expected to reduce confusion between classes in the

final classification results.

In the training stage, a total of 20 classes were trained for the whole study area,

for both un-stratified and stratified classifications. For the classification of the same

region, the same training statistics were used, i.e. the same training channels were

used for all un-stratified classifications, and for the stratified classification of the old

city, etc.

Different combinations of texture features as shown in figure 3 were tested for

classifying each of these regions. Classifications were performed for these three

regions separately and the best results for each region were combined in the end to

produce a complete classification result for the whole study area.
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5. Results and discussion

The supervised classification produced a total of 20 preliminary classes for

the whole study area, including the 12 categories shown in figure 2. Some classes

were aggregated into one class following the classification. There are two reasons

behind the aggregation. One reason is that not all the spectrally and texturally

different classes correspond to information classes for the study of urban spatial

patterns. For example, since agricultural areas are not our focus in this study, a few

classes of ‘agriculture’ were aggregated into one ‘agriculture’ class. Another

example is there is no definable timeline between ‘new multi-storey area’ and ‘most

recently built multi-storey area’ in figure 2, so these two categories were aggregated

into ‘new multi-storey area’. The other reason for the aggregation is to reduce the

confusion between the final classes. The same example of ‘new’ and ‘most recently

Figure 4. Stratification of the study area into three regions.
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built’ multi-storey areas helps explain this. Though ‘most recently built’ areas may

appear slightly brighter than the ‘new multi-storey areas’, there is no practical need

to distinguish them in the final results. This is also true for ‘old’ and ‘new’ low-rise

areas. Final aggregated classes for all classification results include: (1) open space

(water, trees and grass); (2) low-rise area (no more than three storeys); (3) old

multi-storey area (pre-1979); (4) new multi-storey area (after 1979); (5) high-rise

area (more than eight storeys); (6) roads; (7) construction sites; and (8) agriculture.

After the aggregation, clusters of less than five pixels were filtered to reduce the ‘salt

and pepper’ effect resulting from per-pixel classification. The accuracy assessment

was performed on all aggregated classification results.

It is worthwhile to note that accuracy of the automatic classification performed

on the original SPOT PAN image is poor. The overall accuracy of that classifi-

cation is 27% and Kappa coefficient is 0.17.

5.1. Results from un-stratified classification

5.1.1. Performance of the GLCM texture features

The classification accuracy for the whole study area using different numbers of

the GLCM texture features is shown in table 1. We can see that many combinations

of textural channels used in classification greatly improved the result from original

SPOT Panchromatic imagery, especially when three or more texture features were

used. When using five GLCM texture features, we were able to achieve an overall

accuracy of 71% with a Kappa coefficient of 0.66 for the whole study area.

As shown in table 1, when a single GLCM texture feature is used, there is some

improvement in terms of accuracy compared with the original image. But, overall,

the performance of single texture features is poor. The best result is from the

texture feature DIS, but it only achieved an overall accuracy of 38%. Some classes,

such as roads and high-rise areas, are totally missing from the classification results

of a single texture feature.

When two GLCM texture features were combined, there is a significant

improvement in classification accuracy. For eight GLCM textures, there are 28

different combinations of two and the top five combinations are listed in table 1.

The best combination of two textures, with 59% overall accuracy, is MEANzENT.

We also noticed that the best six combinations of two are MEAN combined with

another texture feature. So we decided to keep MEAN in the combination when we

tested combinations of three or more GLCM texture features.

The top five combinations of three texture features out of a total of 21

combinations are shown in table 1. One of the three texture features is always

MEAN. Again, the result from three textures is much better than the combinations

of two textures. MEANzENTzCOR achieved the best result with an overall

accuracy of 67%.

After adding one more texture feature to the combinations, slight improvement

is observed (table 1). From the best combination of three texture features to the

best of four texture features, the overall accuracy is only improved by 3%. As seen

from table 1, combinations of five texture features did not greatly improve the

result either, so the experiment was stopped at combinations of five GLCM texture

features.

Some basic statistics were also calculated from combinations of different
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number of GLCM texture features, as shown in figure 5. On average, one texture

feature achieved 32% overall accuracy, and this increased to 47% with combinations

of two texture features. Combinations of three texture features were able to produce

an average overall accuracy of 63%, rising to 68% for four texture features and 69%

for five texture features. The overall accuracy increased from one texture feature, to

combinations of two, to combinations of three, but levelled off after this point.

When four or five texture features were used, the average of overall accuracy from

all combinations is close to the overall accuracy produced by the best combination.

This indicates that the difference between combinations is small at this level. The

standard deviation of overall accuracy for all combinations of four and five texture

features is less than 2%. Many combinations of four or five textures can achieve

similar results. We can also see from table 1 that the difference in overall accuracy

between the top five combinations of five texture features is only around 0.6%.

Table 1. Classification accuracy for the whole study area using texture features.

Input channels Overall accuracy (%) Kappa6100

Original SPOT PAN 27.0 16.6
One GLCM texture feature
DIS 37.8 27.5
HOM 37.3 26.7
SD 37.1 25.4
ASM 35.2 22.6
ENT 30.5 19.9
CON 30.2 20.0
MEAN 28.9 18.9
COR 16.7 5.9
Combinations of two GLCM texture features (top five combinations)
MEANzENT 59.3 52.7
MEANzDIS 58.8 51.8
MEANzHOM 58.5 51.1
MEANzSD 56.6 49.6
MEANzCON 56.0 48.8
Combinations of three GLCM texture features (top five combinations)
MEANzENTzCOR 67.3 61.8
MEANzDISzCOR 67.3 61.8
MEANzDISzSD 66.8 61.0
MEANzHOMzCOR 66.6 60.9
MEANzHOMzSD 66.3 60.5
Combinations of four GLCM texture features (top five combinations)
MEANzHOMzSDzCOR 70.2 65.0
MEANzSDzENTzCOR 69.6 64.2
MEANzCONzENTzCOR 69.3 64.0
MEANzHOMzDISzCOR 69.2 63.9
MEANzDISzSDzCOR 69.0 63.5
Combinations of five GLCM texture features (top five combinations)
MEANzSDzENTzASMzCOR 71.3 65.0
MEANzHOMzSDzASMzCOR 71.3 64.2
MEANzDISzSDzASMzCOR 70.9 64.0
MEANzCONzENTzASMzCOR 70.8 63.9
MEANzCONzDISzASMzCOR 70.7 63.5
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5.1.2. The effect of adding other texture features to combinations of GLCM

texture features

The effect of adding ED or NDG to the best combinations of GLCM texture

features is shown in table 2. MEAN is combined with NDG or ED for

combinations of two instead of DIS (the best single texture feature), because

results from the previous section indicated that MEAN combined another GLCM

texture produced the best combinations of two texture features. Comparing table 2

and figure 5, we noticed that the combinations involving NDG or ED produced

results that had accuracy above or around the average accuracy produced by the

same number of GLCM texture features. For example, NDG or ED alone

produced an overall accuracy more than the best single GLCM texture feature.

MEANzNDG or MEANzED produced an overall accuracy that was more than

Table 2. The effect of NDG and ED combined with the best GLCM combinations for the
whole study area.

Input channels Overall accuracy (%) Kappa6100

NDG 42.8 31.5
ED 39.0 28.5
MEANzNDG 53.9 46.9
MEANzED 51.6 43.5
MEANzENTzNDG 61.5 55.0
MEANzENTzED 61.7 55.4
MEANzENTzCORzNDG 67.9 62.3
MEANzENTzCORzED 68.5 63.1
MEANzHOMzSDzCORzNDG 71.9 66.9
MEANzHOMzSDzCORzED 70.7 65.6
MEANzSDzENTzASMzCORzNDG 71.6 66.5
MEANzSDzENTzASMzCORzED 71.8 66.9

Figure 5. Number of GLCM texture features and classification accuracy for the whole
study area.
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the average accuracy produced from combinations of two GLCM texture features.

Combinations of four or five textures that included NDG or ED also produced an

overall accuracy more than the average accuracy from four or five GLCM texture

features.

This result suggests that NDG and ED are interchangeable to GLCM texture

features, which has a practical application especially when the data-set is big,

because it takes a lot of time and computing resources to calculate GLCM texture

features. Both NDG and ED are easier to calculate than GLCM texture features.

5.1.3. Accuracy of individual classes from the best un-stratified classification

We can see from table 2 that among all the combinations of un-stratified

classification, MEANzHOMzSDzCORzNDG produced the best result with an

overall accuracy of 72% and a Kappa of 0.67. Compared this result against

reference data, a confusion matrix was produced (table 3).

We can see from table 3 that the producer’s accuracy is higher than 70% for five

classes out of the eight classes. This is also the case for user’s accuracy. The

accuracy for ‘construction’ is the highest and ‘old multi-storey’ the lowest. Roads

are confused with open space or low-rise areas because many roads are covered by

trees and the linear shape of roads is not very suitable for texture analysis. Some

high-rise areas are confused with low rise and multi-storey areas. High-rise areas

are difficult to classify because they do not show the same pattern in the image.

There is substantial amount of confusion between ‘old multi-storey’ and ‘new multi-

storey’ or ‘low-rise’ areas, because texturally, old multi-storey areas may have

similar structures as new multi-storey areas and, they may spectrally be close to old

low-rise area because the amount of tree coverage. Agriculture areas are confused

Table 3. Confusion matrix for the best un-stratified classification of the study area.

Reference data
User’s

accuracy1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Classified data 1 91.2 6.7 1.2 0.9 0.0 16.8 0.0 9.0 66.6
2 0.6 72.4 14.9 2.2 17.9 19.5 0.0 4.2 78.6
3 0.0 11.3 45.9 15.2 8.5 8.6 0.0 0.4 27.8
4 0.0 2.7 24.3 76.0 10.8 6.3 4.0 0.0 79.1
5 0.0 0.0 0.3 4.1 58.3 0.0 0.3 0.0 84.4
6 0.4 6.5 13.5 1.6 2.3 47.3 0.0 8.5 57.3
7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.3 0.0 95.7 0.0 97.5
8 7.8 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.0 78.0 91.9

Producer’s accuracy 91.2 72.4 45.9 76.0 58.3 47.3 95.7 78.0 71.8

1. Open space
2. Low-rise
3. Old multi-storey
4. New multi-storey
5. High-rise
6. Roads
7. Construction
8. Agriculture
Note: all numbers are percentages.
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with open space, roads and even low-rise areas. The stratification of the study area

would reduce some of the confusion described above.

5.2. Results from stratified classification

5.2.1. Performance of the GLCM texture features in stratified areas

Table 4 shows classification accuracy for region 1—the old city, from

combinations of different number of GLCM texture features. For region 2—the

external city, the results are shown in table 5 and the results for region 3—non built-

up areas are shown in table 6.

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show that there is similar performance by GLCM texture

features in region 1 and region 2 as found for the whole study area. The overall

accuracy increases with increasing number of texture features in the combinations.

The top combinations of two textures always included MEAN and another texture

feature (tables 4 and 5). Two textures are better than one, and three textures are

better than two. Four textures are slightly better than three. The combination of

Table 4. Classification accuracy for region 1—old city—using texture features.

Input channels Overall accuracy (%) Kappa6100

One GLCM texture feature
CON 60.3 43.9
DIS 60.1 43.2
HOM 57.8 39.7
ENT 56.5 37.6
SD 55.8 37.7
ASM 53.2 34.2
MEAN 50.5 30.2
COR 41.3 16.6
Combinations of two GLCM texture features (top five combinations)
MEANzENT 68.3 56.9
MEANzCON 68.0 56.5
MEANzDIS 67.6 56.3
MEANzHOM 67.6 56.3
MEANzASM 66.7 55.1
Combinations of three GLCM texture features (top five combinations)
MEANzCONzENT 73.8 63.9
MEANzCONzCOR 73.7 64.1
MEANzSDzCOR 73.4 63.4
MEANzCONzASM 73.4 63.7
MEANzDISzENT 73.2 63.2
Combinations of four GLCM texture features (top five combinations)
MEANzDISzENTzCOR 74.3 64.9
MEANzCONzENTzCOR 74.1 64.6
MEANzCONzDISzCOR 73.9 64.4
MEANzHOMzCONzCOR 73.7 64.0
MEANzHOMzDISzCOR 73.4 63.7
Combinations of five GLCM texture features (top five combinations)
MEANzHOMzCONzDISzCOR 74.7 65.4
MEANzHOMzCONzDISzENT 74.1 64.5
MEANzCONzDISzENTzCOR 73.9 64.5
MEANzCONzENTzASMzCOR 73.3 63.6
MEANzHOMzCONzENTzCOR 73.0 63.3
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four textures MEANzDISzENTzCOR produced the best result for region 1 with

74% overall accuracy. The best combination of four textures for region 2 is

MEANzHOMzSDzCOR, which produced 76% overall accuracy.
When there are four or five textures in the combinations, the average accuracy

they achieved is close to the best combination. Again, this indicates that the

difference between one combination and another is small when four or five texture

features are used. Any combination of four textures can produce similar result, as

can be seen from table 4 and table 5. For region 1, the accuracy of using five

textures is actually started to drop from that of four texture features.
Though the trend is similar for the old city and the external city, there is a

noticeable difference in the performance. Comparing figures 6.1 and 6.2, we found

that the curves for the external city rise more rapidly than those of the old city. One

texture achieved an average overall accuracy of 54% for the old city, while this

number is only 45% for the external city. The average overall accuracy started to

decrease when combinations of five texture features are used for the old city, but for

the external city, the accuracy increased slightly from combinations of three to four,

Table 5. Classification accuracy for region 2—external city—using texture features.

Input channels Overall accuracy (%) Kappa6100

One GLCM texture feature
HOM 56.8 39.5
ASM 55.7 36.2
ENT 55.6 37.5
DIS 53.5 35.5
SD 46.8 28.8
CON 45.3 27.3
MEAN 33.8 22.5
COR 10.0 0.1
Combinations of two GLCM texture features (top five combinations)
MEANzHOM 65.7 53.9
MEANzDIS 62.9 50.2
MEANzENT 62.8 51.1
MEANzASM 62.0 49.0
MEANzCON 61.2 48.3
Combinations of three GLCM texture features (top five combinations)
MEANzDISzSD 70.2 60.8
MEANzHOMzSD 70.1 60.9
MEANzASMzCOR 69.1 57.9
MEANzSDzENT 68.7 59.6
MEANzSDzASM 68.7 59.3
Combinations of four GLCM texture features (top five combinations)
MEANzHOMzSDzCOR 75.6 67.7
MEANzSDzASMzCOR 75.2 67.1
MEANzSDzENTzCOR 75.1 67.1
MEANzDISzSDzENT 75.1 67.1
MEANzCONzDISzCOR 74.7 66.4
Combinations of five GLCM texture features (top five combinations)
MEANzHOMzDISzSDzASM 77.0 69.8
MEANzCONzDISzSDzASM 76.5 69.3
MEANzHOMzCONzSDzASM 76.4 69.1
MEANzHOMzSDzENTzCOR 76.4 68.9
MEANzDISzSDzENTzCOR 76.2 68.6
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then from four to five texture features. This may be because the external city is

more texturally heterogeneous than the old city. The century-old Chinese style low-

rise houses, which appear relatively more homogeneous than multi-storey buildings

in the SPOT imagery, are mostly distributed in the old city. There were not many

renewal projects underway in the old city around 1994 when the SPOT PAN data

were collected. The larger scale new developments were mainly located around the

suburban areas.

Figure 6.1. Number of GLCM texture features and classification accuracy for the old city.

Table 6. Classification accuracy for region 3—non built-up areas—using texture features.

Input channels Overall accuracy (%) Kappa6100

One GLCM texture feature
MEAN 91.3 79.2
ASM 59.1 15.7
SD 57.6 15.2
DIS 53.8 11.6
HOM 53.1 9.7
ENT 51.7 9.2
CON 43.1 6.5
COR 35.8 26.9
Combinations of two GLCM texture features (top five combinations)
MEANzSD 92.3 81.7
MEANzCOR 91.8 80.4
MEANzHOM 91.5 80.0
MEANzDIS 91.5 80.0
MEANzENT 91.3 79.4
Combinations of three GLCM texture features (top five combinations)
MEANzDISzCOR 93.7 84.7
MEANzENTzCOR 93.3 83.9
MEANzHOMzCOR 93.3 83.8
MEANzASMzCOR 93.3 83.6
MEANzCONzDIS 93.1 83.2
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The texture features perform quite differently for region 3, the non built-up

areas (table 6). The MEAN texture alone was able to produce an overall accuracy of

91% with a Kappa coefficient of 0.79. Other texture features performed poorly. So

that MEAN was kept in the combinations of two and three texture features. There

is slightly improvement for two and three texture features, compared with using

only MEAN. MEANzDISzCOR is the best combination of three texture features,

though the difference between the combinations is small—similar to that of the

built-up areas. This indicates that in highly homogeneous areas, MEAN is the most

effective feature. To classify such homogeneous areas, fewer texture features are

needed and spectral information is more important.

5.2.2. The effect of adding other texture features to combinations of GLCM

texture features

As seen from table 7, the effect of NDG and ED in region 1 and region 2 is

similar to the un-stratified classification experiments. Combinations of four or five

textures involving NDG and ED can produce an accuracy of approximately the

average accuracy produced by the same number of GLCM texture features. This

indicates that NDG or ED can be used to replace a GLCM texture feature to

reduce computing time.

5.2.3. Accuracy of the best stratified classification and discussion

The best classifications for the three stratified regions were combined to produce

a classification result for the whole study area. The accuracy of this combined result

is shown in table 8. The overall accuracy of the classification is 79% and the Kappa

coefficient is 0.75. Compared with un-stratified classification, the overall accuracy

increased by around 8% and the Kappa coefficient also increased by 8%. The

Figure 6.2. Number of GLCM texture features and classification accuracy for the external
city.
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Table 8. Confusion matrix for the best stratified classification.

Reference data
User’s

accuracy1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Classified data 1 94.3 1.5 0.6 0.4 0.7 11.7 0.3 6.6 75.8
2 0.0 77.5 13.2 0.9 0.0 7.1 0.0 1.6 87.4
3 0.0 5.8 73.1 8.0 1.6 14.6 0.0 0.0 49.2
4 0.0 4.3 0.6 85.4 37.2 4.4 8.3 0.0 81.6
5 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 59.4 0.0 0.5 0.0 89.6
6 1.6 9.9 12.6 3.1 0.0 60.5 2.7 7.8 57.7
7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 88.2 0.0 100
8 4.1 1.0 0.0 0.1 1.1 1.7 0.0 84.0 93.3

Producer’s accuracy 94.3 77.5 73.1 85.4 59.4 60.5 88.2 84.0 79.1

1. Open space
2. Low-rise
3. Old multi-storey
4. New multi-storey
5. High-rise
6. Roads
7. Construction
8. Agriculture
Note: all numbers except class labels are percentages.

Table 7. The effect of NDG and ED combined with the best GLCM combinations for
stratified regions.

Input channels Overall accuracy (%) Kappa6100

Region 1—the old city
NDG 57.0 38.1
ED 61.9 45.6
MEANzNDG 64.5 51.4
MEANzED 71.2 60.5
MEANzENTzNDG 70.1 59.3
MEANzENTzED 67.2 55.3
MEANzCONzENTzNDG 73.4 63.5
MEANzCONzENTzED 74.0 64.2
MEANzDISzENTzCORzNDG 73.7 64.2
MEANzDISzENTzCORzED 72.5 62.5
MEANzHOMzCONzDISzCORzNDG 73.4 63.8
MEANzHOMzCONzDISzCORzED 73.7 64.2

Region 2—the external city
NDG 11.6 2.0
ED 13.5 4.7
MEANzNDG 60.0 47.8
MEANzED 59.1 46.0
MEANzHOMzNDG 67.8 57.2
MEANzHOMzED 66.1 55.0
MEANzDISzSDzNDG 72.1 63.1
MEANzDISzSDzED 72.4 63.8
MEANzHOMzSDzCORzNDG 76.0 68.3
MEANzHOMzSDzCORzED 76.4 68.8
MEANzHOMzDISzSDzASMzNDG 76.3 68.8
MEANzHOMzDISzSDzASMzED 77.3 70.3
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accuracy for six classes out of the total of eight classes is over 70%. The producer’s

accuracy for five classes (low-rise, old and new multi-storey, roads and agriculture)

classes has been increased by over 5% and over 10% in particular for low-rise areas

and roads, compared with un-stratified classification (table 8 and table 3). Though

the accuracy for roads and high-rise areas is low, the classification accuracy for

other classes is over 73% (over 84% for four out of the eight classes). Compared

with table 2, the confusion between ‘old multi-storey’ and ‘new multi-storey’,

between ‘low-rise’ and ‘old multi-storey’, and between ‘agriculture’ and ‘open space’

is greatly reduced, because of the different classification schemes used for the

stratified regions.

The stratified classification result shows clearly the spatial pattern of the city in

1994 (figure 7). The old city was made up of mostly low-rise and old multi-storey

buildings, along with a few big open water areas and vegetated areas. The external

city is a mosaic of multi-storey areas of all periods. High-rise buildings were dotted

around the band between the Second Ring Road and the Third Ring Road and

some in the most recently built areas beyond the Third Ring Road. Green areas

show the parks and waterways. Big construction sites are at the edge of the city.

Some agricultural fields were distributed in the urban-rural fringe.

We can see from figure 7 that the study area is fragmented. This may be

explained by: (1) the border problem of texture analysis; and (2) the fragmentation

of the city in reality. Texture analysis involves a window of a defined size. In the

boundary zone of two or more classes, texture features calculated from the window

are influenced by more than one class. Further classification of the texture features

is likely to produce a border between two classes. This imposes a problem when

every pixel in a scene is classified. The larger the window size used to produce the

texture features, the more evident the border problem. Though many studies have

found a larger window size resulted in higher classification accuracy (Karathanassi

et al. 2000, Pesaresi 2000), an appropriate window size is needed to achieve the

desirable accuracy and reduce the border problem. We considered the size of

the feature to be identified and the spatial resolution of the imagery when selecting

the window size. In this study, the GLCM texture features were produced from a

767 window on the SPOT PAN image, which is able to capture the textural

characteristics of various urban spatial patterns in the study area. This window size

is relatively small compared with some of the recommended window sizes in the

literature. For example, Karathanassi et al. (2000) suggested a window size of

31631 pixels or larger for classification of urban area into low, medium and high

density regions using texture features from SPOT panchromatic data. The border

problem is not quite as serious at a window size of 767 pixels, though we do see

some of the border effects in figure 7.

In addition to the border problem, the urban landscape of the city of Beijing is

fragmented in reality. Though the development in the last 20 years resulted in a

modern city, the landscape of Beijing is different from a North American city. We

see clearly commercial, industrial, multi-family and single family residential areas

with definitely different patterns in a North American city. However, there are low-

rise, multi-storey and high-rise areas interweaving with each other in Beijing. In the

old city, century-old residential areas are next to 3–5 storey government buildings

and industrial-residential compounds built in the 1950s and 1960s. In the external

city, compounds built in the 1950s and 1960s were next to new multi-storey
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buildings built in the 1980s and 1990s. High-rise buildings were built along major

roads, usually with multi-storey buildings behind. The classification results

differentiate ‘old multi-storey’ (compounds) from ‘new multi-storey’ (1980s and

later), which indicate different living conditions in the multi-storey buildings. New

multi-storey residential buildings usually contain complete units of apartments, but

people living in the ‘old multi-storey’ buildings may have to use shared kitchens and

other spaces. Low-rise buildings outside of the old city include some earlier

residential areas near the old city wall, previous rural settlements in transition and

some temporary structures. This mosaic of various urban built-up patterns

Figure 7. Classification result from stratified classification. (1) Water/tree/grass, (2) low-rise,
(3) old multi-storey, (4) new multi-storey, (5) high-rise, (6) roads, (7) construction,
and (8) agriculture.
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developed from different time periods is unique in the case of Beijing and the

spatial patterns change over time. Figure 7 shows the general distribution of these

different areas in 1994, which is useful information for urban landscape study and

future urban development decisions.

5.3. General discussion on the selection of GLCM texture features

The performance of the eight GLCM texture features is evaluated in this study.

Since some of the texture features are highly correlated, usually we do not need all

of them to perform the classification. The question is, then, how do we select from

the eight? Though this study does not focus on which texture features are better

than others, there are some guidelines. Haralick et al. (1973) demonstrated the

usefulness of ASM, CON, COR and ENT among the set of texture features they

proposed. In the study by Gong et al. (1992), three GLCM texture features

including ASM, CON and COR were found to be less correlated. Hall-Beyer (2000)

divided the eight GLCM texture features used in this study into three groups: the

‘contrast’ group (CON, DIS and HOM), the ‘orderliness’ group (ASM and ENT)

and the ‘descriptive statistics’ group (MEAN, SD and COR). The texture features in

the contrast group are correlated with each other, so are the features in the

orderliness group. MEAN and COR are generally not correlated with other

features. She suggested that researchers choose one measure from the contrast

group, one from the orderliness group and two or three from the descriptive

statistics group for classification purposes. This would result in a combination of

four or five texture features that capture different aspects of the GLCM. The

findings of the present study are consistent with these previously reported results.

Careful examination of the best combinations of three, four or five GLCM texture

features in tables 1, 4, 5, 6 shows that the texture features in the best combinations

tend to be from these different groups. Figures 5, 6.1 and 6.2 also show that when

we use four or five texture features, the difference between different combinations

actually becomes smaller.

6. Conclusions

Different texture features, including eight texture features from the GLCM

method, the computationally-simple NDG texture, and the structural texture ED

were evaluated for urban spatial pattern classification of Beijing, China, from 10 m

spatial resolution SPOT PAN imagery. The texture features were used as input

channels to the supervised classifier. The classifications were performed in the study

area as a whole (un-stratified) and separately in three texturally different regions:

the old city, the external city and non built-up areas (stratified). The results show

that visually different urban spatial patterns on the SPOT panchromatic imagery

could be classified using texture features. The performance of texture features in

this study can be summarized as follows:

1. Results from single texture feature were generally poor except that MEAN

alone was able to produce over 90% accuracy in texturally homogeneous non

built-up areas.

2. Classification accuracy increased with increasing number of GLCM texture

features up to combinations of three or four texture features, where the

accuracy levelled off.
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3. When four or more GLCM texture features were combined, many different

combinations performed about as well.

4. MEAN combined with another GLCM texture feature produced the best

results among all combinations of two GLCM texture features.

5. DNG and ED can be used to substitute some GLCM texture features to

reduce computing time.

6. Texture features performed differently in texturally different regions in the

study area. For more homogeneous regions, single or combinations of two

texture features had better performance, and fewer numbers of texture

features were needed to approach the peak of classification accuracy.

The best un-stratified classification in this study produced an overall accuracy of

72% for the whole study area, with a Kappa coefficient of 0.67. This is a large

improvement over the accuracy of original SPOT PAN imagery alone (27%). The

best stratified classification, which is the combination of the best classifications

from the three stratified regions, was able to achieve an overall accuracy of 79% and

a Kappa coefficient of 0.75, which is about two times better than the result from

original SPOT PAN imagery. This shows clearly the spatial pattern of the city.
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